HAUS AM GERN1 Selected Works
since 1998

In our artistic co-operation (we also work independently, in our own
names) we perceive or create gaps in existing systems, which we fill by
any means that impose themselves. To do so, we use the label “Haus am
Gern“,1 our platform; we declare ourselves to be a “state-of-the-art enterprise”.
The artistic strategy of Haus am Gern allows us to adopt any role provided by the system called “art”. It is a surprisingly obvious stylistic device
whereby we intervene ¬in current art discourse, and elsewhere.
(Incidentally, our “House” is indeed always on or by the “Gern“, because
we can place our four green neon letters – G, e, r, and n – wherever we
intervene, which instantly changes things … it really is that simple.)

always be popular. Quite the contrary: they tend to be unwieldy and unresponsive to the market.
In order for paradox to provoke discourse, we draw upon a specific location, and regional phenomena. Because it is a place we know, Switzerland
is, so far, our ideal training ground.
As someone once wrote about us, “Haus am Gern is held together by indirectness, by things that are reflected in the gaze of others, during other
activities, in other people’s activities.” And: “Haus am Gern is a real fiction, as likely and uncertain as whether the storks will return this year.”
Rudolf Steiner & Barbara Meyer Cesta

We have always been interested in the issue of Power. Nor are we afraid
of being co-opted. In fact, we seek to challenge both ourselves and our
audience. Our actions and interventions take their own course, becoming
pleasurable adventures to those involved. But pleasure is not all: being
overtaxed, taken by surprise, is part of any effective artistic intervention.
It is with great pleasure that we create a platform for performances by
specialists of our choice – men or women: butchers, vocalists, chefs, artists, journalists, gallery owners, engineers, vets, farmers, sound designers, priests, brewers, performers, painters, photographers, spectators.
They help us lose control of our projects, expanding them, taking them
to a different level. While our products are always topical, they may not

gern: German adverb meaning “with pleasure“, “gladly“; “Haus am Gern“
is an unusual German word combination implying a house located on a
hillside or river called “Gern“.
1

Thinking, of (THE BILL)
2001
Intervention
123 bills

FAKTURA is a clandestine piece.
It is located in the strong room of an institute of art history.
In spring 2001, Haus am Gern billed 123 Swiss gallery owners, curators
and art critics for having spent a certain amount of time thinking of them.
Three reminders were sent out, including a striking report by our Art Process Inspector. We received mixed reactions and payments amounting to
CHF 236.47. We asked a well-known art critic to write a negative review
of FAKTURA, for which we made a pre-payment of CHF 236.47...

He never wrote the review but charged us CHF 236.47 for archiving the
only existing copy of the complete documentation of FAKTURA, which
he never returned to us. When we met him recently, he apologised for his
behavior and offered us one hour of his time to spend as we would like. He
still holds the copy. We have not yet asked him for his hour.
FAKTURA was unsuccessfully offered for sale in Swiss Art magazines.

A Blessing for the Art
2001
Intervention
Photograph

A jury invited Haus am Gern to the traditional Christmas exhibition for
regional artists at the Kunsthalle Bern. Haus am Gern‘s contribution was
to obtain the blessing by a Catholic priest for the works of all participating artists. Not all artists wished for this; moreover, Monsignor Krystian
Gawron only blessed godly works. During the exhibition, a group photograph with Haus am Gern, the Kunsthalle director and the priest made
reference to the action.

MUSÉE EN GRÈVE
MUSEUM ON STRIKE
2002
Intervention
Mixed Media

Solo Show at CentrePasquArt, museum of contemporary art in Biel/Bienne.
In 2002 massive budget cuts caused several European museums to go on strike. In Switzerland, the CentrePasqu
Art in Biel/Bienne was also in dire financial straits. Its new director imposed vigorous cost-cutting measures. Having no budget for her first exhibition, she nevertheless invited four artists, including Haus am Gern,
who launched a refreshingly still mineral water called MUSEE EN GREVE
from the Haus am Gern Source. The label was an exact copy of the strikers’

banners at the Musée de l’Homme in Paris. To call attention to the event, a
banner reading MUSEE EN GREVE was to be placed across the entire glass
front and entrance to CentrePasquArt. Fearing political reprisals, the director refused to give her permission. To save the project, Haus am Gern
overpainted two letters, thereby turning MUSEE EN GREVE into MUSE
EN REVE (Dreaming Muse). The labels on the water bottles were also
censored by the museum staff, who blacked out the offending letters.
Moreover, in the style of other striking museums, cheap advertising space
on banners advertising the MUSEE EN GREVE was offered to cultural
activists and institutions.

FALLADA,
or The creation of an urban legend in a rural setting
2003
Intervention
Mixed media; tractor, public poster, the Internet

Outdoor sculpture show in the countryside near Rapperswil, 22 June to
17 August, 2003
Haus am Gern announced the plan to effect the legal drop from a helicopter of a dead horse onto a tractor standing in a field. At the latest, this was
to occur on the last day of the show.
Telling them of our plans, we asked all farm machinery salespeople in the
region to let us hire a tractor. We got a very old one. A local farmer offered
us his field in which to place the tractor. We announced FALLADA on
posters in the style of advertisements for tractor-pulling events.
In art and animal magazines, we placed a wanted ad for a dead horse for
an art project. We received no offers, but the Swiss Equestrian Federation
sent a letter to every member and all Swiss vets and slaughterhouses, asking them not to sell us a dead horse. The pilots of HELISWISS refused to
desecrate one of their helicopters. One woman pilot, however, accepted
the job and promised to hit the target.

From the opening of the show, we published the FALLADA story at the
show’s information center and on our homepage, giving daily updates with
all the official letters, answers and reactions and hundreds of e-mails. The
town’s officials organized a podium in the field next to the tractor. The
discussion was very emotional and even horses took part.
No offfice gave us permission and we obtained no dead horse, but all
of Switzerland and half of Europe talked about FALLADA. During a TV
talk show, the director of the Museum of Fine Arts Berne confirmed that
“the quality of the animation on their website proves that what they do
is art”.
One morning the tractor had disappeared. Days later we found out that
the Antique Tractor and Machinery Association had kidnapped the oldtimer, saving it from destruction by a dead horse.

THE PRIZE
2003
Intervention
Mixed media

Haus am Gern were awarded the City of Berne’s Cultural Department’s
Art Prize for 2003. The award ceremony took place at the Museum of Fine
Arts Berne (Kunstmuseum Bern). We made four surprise interventions.
First we changed the inscription “Kunstmuseum Bern“ in front of the museum by switching the B in Bern for a G to create “Kunstmuseum Gern“.
Then we covered the bas-relief medallions of Zeus and Athena on the
outside wall with our own portraits “as a fountain” (SPLASH). Next we
hung a traditional smoked ham in the hall on the first floor (OFFER) as

a present for the local Foundation for Contemporary Art to which important collectors belong. That autumn the vast antique staircase was
closed-off by a gigantic cloth because the receptionists suffered from the
draught. Haus am Gern declared this cloth as a work of art, calling the
readymade WARP. In his speech, the director accepted this intervention
gladly and donated the cloth to Haus am Gern, at the same time wishing
to receive WARP as a donation for the museum’s collection. We still own
WARP. The cloth meanwhile has disappeared. To be continued.

FALLADA 475
2004
Intervention, installation, performance
Mixed media

Haus am Gern’s 2003 project, FALLADA, was documented during the exhibition I NEED YOU at the Centre PasquArt Biel/Bienne.
We tried to underscore the project’s explosive power by means of a new
performative piece, i.e. the presentation in a glass-covered showcase, of a
25-m-long drawing on the subject. Before the press conference, the artist
couple (in Ku-Klux-Klan dress) shattered the glass panels protecting the

drawing, and scrawled the number 475 (the type number of the tractor in
FALLADA) on the wall. In a performative act during the opening event,
the woman depicted in the drawing chained one tractor tyre to the PasquArt building. Both performances were a surprise to the director and
the public.
The video recordings of the two performances as well as a computer presentation of FALLADA were installed next to the showcase.

NPF NAKED PEOPLE FINDER
2004
Intervention

Haus am Gern were invited at the same time by two very dissimilar offspaces: MARKS BLOND, situated in a former kiosk, and the QC Private
Lounge. Both are located in the university quarter of Bern.
We decided to combine the two. At MARKS BLOND we installed a hammam in the small space behind the large window, while in the QC Private
Lounge people could take off their clothes, wrap themselves in a bathrobe
and walk 1 km to the hammam at MARKS BLOND. The more the people

enjoying their hot bath inside moved, the more the steamed-up windows
cleared, exposing them to people watching outside. After three rounds of
heat and a cup of tea they went back to chill out at the QC, where they
could get a massage and relax. The window was filmed and directly sent
by stream to the chillout-room and projected on the wall and people could
watch the streamed live images. One could choose either to take a bath,
or walk back with the people to the chill-out space or watch the scene in
both places.

LIFETIME EUROPE
a history free space

2005
Intervention since 2005, in progress
Insertion of a history-free space into a gazebo situated in a garden association (Anger-Crottendorf e. V. Anlage II) in Leipzig,
Germany. Cleanroom of 2.10x2.12x2.14 m (Cleanroom according to the EN ISO 14644 contamination control standard).
The Leipzig Artists’ Association (BBKL) invited Haus am Gern to be artists
in residence for two months to realize a project in their city.
After four weeks walking all over the city we started. We became members of one of the 208 garden associations (Kleingartenverein Anger-Crottendorf e. V.), then tenants of one of the 32,500 garden plots – plot no.
266. We bought the gazebo and everything in it from the predecessor who
had held it for over 30 years.
Without touching anything, we built into the small furnished gazebo a
so-called cleanroom measuring 2.10 x 2.12 x 2.14 m, with a window on
every side, had it cleaned by a cleaning company specialising in clean
rooms (according to the EN ISO 14644 contamination control standard).

The room is air-conditioned with overpressure to prevent dust getting in.
We locked the room and declared it as a permanent history-free space.
The garden is maintained – under the rules of the association: 1 part flowers, 1 part horticulture, 1 part recreation – by a young Leipzig couple
(they will do it “as long as we can crawl there”) who keep a weblog with
pictures of the garden, and also by the garden neighbour.
LIFETIME EUROPE is for sale. All responsibilities and duties devolve to
the buyer.
LIFETIME EUROPE is open to the public for guided visits.

CARTE BLANCHE
2005
Intervention
Stretch limousine, polaroid photos, mirror

Group show with MARKS BLOND HOTEL at Betonsalon in Paris
During the opening event, Haus am Gern parked their stretch limousine
directly outside the entrance to Betonsalon. The visitors had to climb
through the limo if they wanted to see the show. Polaroid photos were
presented during the exhibition to document the action.

ROLEX ANTIPASTI
2005
Third attempt

Remember Centre PasquArt, the museum of contemporary art in Biel/
Bienne offering the big gallery to an artist for their traditional Christmas
show and the director herself would select the best suggestion.
Haus am Gern made another attempt, asking ROLEX (headquarters in
Biel) to lend us one of their luminous advertising crowns of the ROLEX
logo to exhibit in this gallery. You will have heard of ROLEX, the timeless
luxury watches from Biel. In Biel, the glowing ROLEX logo can be seen
from everywhere and of course it is world famous.
In lending one of their crowns for an art show in Biel, ROLEX would at
last have become the sponsors of a public and non-exclusive institution.
ROLEX do sponsor art, but only on a social level befitting the ROLEX
corporate image.

A) If ROLEX accepted, Haus am Gern were to show the crown and declare
it as sponsoring by ROLEX;
B) If ROLEX rejected, Haus am Gern would show a fake of the crown.
If the director had chosen Haus am Gern she would have risked in the
event of A), nothing; in the event of B), having to explain to ROLEX why
a fake of the ROLEX logo was shown in her institution (ROLEX do not
allow and will prosecute any use of ROLEX logos of any kind).
If the director rejected Haus am Gern’s proposal she would have risked, in
the event of A), rejecting ROLEX as a new partner.
ROLEX’ answer was not known when the director had to take her decision.
The director refused the ROLEX project.

STEADY RISE
2006
Curatorial intervention
Mixed media

Haus am Gern were invited to do a performance at Off Space Kaskadenkondensator (Cascading Condenser) in the former Warteck brewery in
Basel on the theme of „Organ+“.
Haus am Gern opted for “organisation”. Organisation means the planning
and execution of a project. STEADY RISE exemplified the “organisation”
of the organisation of an exhibition about the organisation of an organisation in the context of CasCo and its team.
As a basic element, Haus am Gern installed a heating stove, whose

over 50-meter-long chimney pipe crossed the exhibition space,
providing the exhibition’s structure and, like an organisational chart, guiding the visitors to various stations. The stove was
lit for the opening event and kept burning throughout the three
weeks of the exhibition. The CasCo team had to keep the fire going.
Four plinth-like positions were built into the structure. In the course of
the exhibition, objects were added. Haus am Gern delegated the “organisation” (or requisitioning) of those objects. Each plinth was equipped with
a dispenser containing “game cards” that explained the objects.

FUNNY EFFECTS
2006
Wall painting
Acrylic spray; variable dimensions;
Execution: wes_21

Swiss super markets sell stickers such as „Simulated… Bullet Holes! For
Funny Effects!�����������������������������������������������������������
“����������������������������������������������������������
. It is recommended to stick them especially on cars, window panes, doors etc. Haus am Gern join the fry and offers the blow-up
FUNNY EFFECTS as a critical contribution on the sociocultural world
situation.

Photo: at Kunsthaus Aarau.

DRUM
2007
Intervention
Drummer, drum, embroidered sleeves

In May 2007, the canton of Aargau will not only celebrate Labour Day, but
Labour Month, with thematic contributions from government agencies
and institutions.
A participating group of artists invited Haus am Gern to make a suitable
contribution. Haus am Gern will hire a jobless person for one month to
walk about the city of Aarau each working day, drumming their drum.
The drummer will wear sleeves on which the numbers 1 to 31 have been
embroidered. Each day the person may strike through one number.
DRUM is also a Swiss dialect word meaning THEREFORE.

HARE BELL
2007
Installation
Bell, transmitter, hare

National LandArt exhibition, summer 2007, in a valley near the French
border. Haus am Gern installed a belfry with a bell tuned h three octaves
above middle on the roof of the local museum. Haus am Gern released a
hare equipped with a transmitter. When the hare moves vigorously, the
transmitter causes the bell to ring.
Hares have become virtually extinct in Switzerland.

NOT IN MY BACKYARD (NIMBY)
2008
Installation
260 x 1,60 m three-rail white corral fence

A surprising number of US real estate agencies carry the words
„White Fence“ in their names. If you google the words, it soon
becomes clear that they have become almost an idiomatic term.
Similar to the office worker‘s always clean, white collar, the
white fence symbolises an elegant lifestyle that knows neither
dirt nor sweat. Whatever it encloses presents itself in the best
possible light. The white fence makes a small, but crucial difference, dividing the world into what is mine and thine; inside
and outside; rich and poor – even good and bad? The fact that
in the wake of the current US mortgage crisis, the underlying
allusion to respectability has become farcical is another matter.
When real estate is turned into an investment venture, the result
is not castles in the air, but rank growth infiltrating the global

economic system and blocking rational thinking. (...)
A white corral fence is a symbol of the „real world“, alluding
to real wealth, real estate, real buildings and horses, as well as
social status (people want to show that they have „arrived“).
But what if the fence surrounds a museum? A museum that is
public, and therefore belongs to everyone? A museum that is
obliged to ideals as much as to real values? Like all projects by
Haus am Gern, NIMBY intends to be more than mere metaphorical commentary. It wants to interfere with real-life situations; it
wants to disturb us so that we may see and experience a familiar
situation in a new way.
Claudia Spinelli

THE PAECH-BROT TREE
2008
Action / Installation
Tree, 1,000 pairs of shoes

In Berlin-Moabit, on the corner of Birkenstrasse/Stephanstrasse,
at the edge of the vacant lot in Stephankiez where the famous
Paech-Brot bakery used to be, stands a dead tree. In its leafless
shadow stands the Paech fountain. Less than ten yards away, a
large sign announces the beginning of construction in 2008 of
a new shopping centre, the „E-Center“. With a grain of reason,
the dead tree could be used to illustrate the convoluted history
of the Stephankiez and the Paech-Brot bakery; of investors and
squatter communes, neighbours and politicians. However, that
is precisely what Haus am Gern did not do. Instead, they hung
one thousand pairs of shoes into the tree. They then invited all
the neighbours and inhabitants of Berlin-Moabit to go to a crate
full of second-foot shoes outside the Kurt-Kurt-Zentrale, no. 13

Lübecker Strasse (the birthplace of the much-loved German author, Kurt Tucholsky), to pull out a shoe, walk the few paces
around the corner, and throw their shoe into the tree. Which
made absolutely no difference to the vacant lot, or the Kiez, or
the coming E-Center, but made for a whole lot of art.
No permit had been obtained for the evening event, which raised the hackles of a police patrol. After a lengthy and heated debate, the two visibly stressed-out policemen banned any further
throwing of shoes into the tree. They ordered the immediate
dispersal of the crowd, threatening to call in a hundred reinforcements. They also sent a report to the District Court and
ordered the artists to remove the shoes by the following day, on
penalty of having to pay for official removal.

RESTLESS LEGS
2008
Installation
5 stairways descending, 165x60x90cm, wood and Polyester
paint (yellow green, sulfur yellow, traffic orange, wine red)

Installation in the context of the National Art Exhibition on the
grounds of the historic car cemetery at Gürbetal in Kaufdorf BE.
Among the derelict old Bentleys, Bugattis and DKWs, five badger and fox-friendly stairways descend to similar doors; a light
illuminates the entrance to the underworld, where the animals‘
„night life“ merrily continues in the audience‘s minds ...

1:1
2008
Installation
Wicker horse, lashing straps

In the context of an open-air exhibition in Wabern, a suburb of Berne,
Haus am Gern attached a life-size horse to the spire of the Catholic church.
Haus am Gern had the willow horse made in Poland after a drawing by
Gustav Doré that illustrates a story by the lying baron of Münchhausen.
The horse on the spire elicited a strong response from the church and
village communities.

Haus am Gern // rsbmc
Rudolf Steiner, *1964, Niederipp, aufgewachsen in Roggwil BE
Barbara Meyer Cesta, *1959, Aarau, aufgewachsen in Olten SO

Grants, Prizes, Recidencies
2005
artists in residence, Bund Bildender Künstler, Leipzig
2003
Preis der Kunstkommission der Stadt Bern
2000-6 artists in residence im Atelier Robert Biel/Bienne
Werkbeiträge der Kantone Aargau, Bern, Solothurn; der Städte Olten, Bern, Biel/Bienne; Pro Helvetia

Solo Shows, Intervenitons, Actions (selection)
2009
2008

2007

2006
2005

2004

2003
2002
2001
1999

«KIDSWEST» INTERVENTION «hierundort» kidswest, Tscharnergut Bern
upcoming: Galerie Duflon & Racz, Bern
XXXL MOUSEUM Biel/Bienne
Der Paech-Brot-Baum – Kurt-Kurt, Berlin
Had I But Known – Substitut, Berlin
Had I But Known – Grand Palais Bern
KLAPS – lokal.int Biel/Bienne
jenesaisquoi – Les Halles Porrentruy
final cut – Galerie LINKS, Duflon&Racz, Bern
STEADY RISE – Kaskadenkondensator Basel
THE OPENING – marks blond Bern
BauBüro – PROGR Bern
FREMDER SENDER – Stadtgalerie Bern
NPF (NAKED PEOPLE FINDER) – marks blond & QC Bern
DER HAKEN – zu Gast im Masterprogramm Kulturmanagement Basel, Zürich
NEAR MISSES – Galerie Display Prag
SPLASH-WARP-OFFER, Kunstmuseum Gern – Kunstmuseum Bern
NJAHBIC Never Judge A Horse By Its Color – Projektraum Kunsthalle Bern
MUSEE EN GREVE – <crossing> Centre PasquArt Biel/Bienne
Denken, an (FAKTURA) mit Dr. Peter Vittali – Kunstsystem Schweiz
KULTURBÜRO – Kulturbüro Langenthal
RÉDUIT / LETZTES BOLLWERK – MAC-Voix off Lausanne

Group Shows (selection)
2008

2007

2006

XXX // FUNNY EFFECTS ART-ETAGE, Biel/Bienne
SELBSTPORTRAIT ALS KÜNSTLERPAAR #12 (ABSENT) aussen vor, Biel/Bienne
3D «Fil Rouge» Mi-Temps, Galerie René Steiner, Erlach
RESTLESS LEGS – Autofriedhof, Kaufdorf
1:1 – ArtPicnic, Wabern
NIMBY – Real Estate, Kunstmuseum Solothurn
A (rs) - 3 (bmc) – “Fil Rouge” 07 (Format A4), Galerie René Steiner, Erlach
HASENGLOCKE – Art en plein air 2007, Môtiers
DRUM – Kollaboration Torfeld Süd; Monat der Arbeit Aarau
POPUP – Mouseum au joli moi de mai / visarte biel bienne
FUNNY EFFECTS – Auswahl 06, Aargauer Kunsthaus Aarau
SELBSTPORTRAIT ALS KÜNSTLERPAAR : COSÌ FAN TUTTE – Weihnachtsausstellung Centre PasquArt Biel
ART HAS NEVER SOLVED ANYTHING – Weihnachtsausstellung Kunstmuseum Solothurn
FAES & WITSCHI – für IST DAS FISCHLI WEISS? von Rutishauser & Erb, Coleman Projects Space, London
ART HAS NEVER SOLVED ANYTHING – für ‘traverser Paris’ REVOLTE von Stöckerselig, Kunsthalle Arbon
ART HAS NEVER SOLVED ANYTHING – «SOFTFACTOR», Kunstverein Steffisburg
DIP ! – «badmeister» Wald ZH

2005

2004

2003

2002

2001
2000

1999

1998

SELBSTPORTRAIT ALS KÜNSTLERPAAR : DNA4U Weihnachtsausstellung CentrePasquArt Biel/Bienne
LIFETIME EUROPE – THE WORLD IS NOT ENOUGH Leipzig
CARTE BLANCHE – marks blond hôtel@Betonsalon Paris
THE TELEKINETIC PERFORMANCE – Handluggage, Cafe Gallery London
KLAPS – marks blond@mark divo Zürich
THE LAUGHTER – marks blond@white cube Zürich
SELBSTPORTRAIT ALS KÜNSTLERPAAR : SPEEDCONTROL – Weihnachtsausstellung CentrePasquArt Biel
BLIMPS GLIMPSE mit Vreni Spieser – marks blond@CART-ZÜRICH 04
475 – I NEED YOU Centre PasquArt, Biel/Bienne
SELBSTPORTRAIT ALS KÜNSTLERPAAR : SPLASH – Weihnachtsausstellung CentrePasquArt Biel/Bienne
Fields of Gold – Weihnachtsausstellung Kunsthaus Olten
Haus am Gern – exex pool position #04 räume mit aussicht
FALLADA – rapp Kunst im ruralen Raum Rapperswil
SELBSTPORTRAIT ALS KÜNSTLERPAAR : OH MY GODS Weihnachtsausstellung CentrePasquArt Biel/Bienne
BLANKO RELOADED mit 47 AutorInnen – Weihnachtsausstellung Kunsthalle Bern
Leaving On A Jet Plane – One Night Stand, Hôtel Club La Chaux-de-Fonds
SELBSTPORTRAIT ALS KÜNSTLERPAAR – Weihnachtsausstellung CentrePasquArt Biel/Bienne
EIN SEGEN FÜR DIE KUNST – Weihnachtsausstellung Kunsthalle Bern
SELBSTPORTRAIT ALS KÜNSTLERPAAR – Weihnachtsausstellung CentrePaquArt Biel/Bienne
Honey, Toast and Sunshine – Weihnachtsausstellung Kunsthalle Bern
THE LAUGHTER – BAC, Barcelona
SELBSTPORTRAIT ALS KÜNSTLERPAAR (wir haben unsere farbigen Bilder vergrössern lassen)
Weihnachtsausstellung Kunsthaus Langenthal
Autorennbahn/Stausee – Weihnachtsausstellung Kunsthalle Bern
SELBSTPORTRAIT ALS KÜNSTLERPAAR (die geöffnete Kammer) – Weihnachtsausstellung Kunsthaus Langenthal

Projects / Work in progress
seit 2005 		
2004 		
seit 2002		
seit 2001 		
seit 1998		
seit 1998		
1997 -2000

LIFETIME EUROPE-ein geschichtsfreier Raum – Kleingartenverein Anger-Crottendorf Leipzig
FREMDER SENDER HAUS AM GERN mit 31 Kunstschaffenden – 1.1.-31.12.2004 Dalvazza im Prättigau
YRA Young Responsible Artists, Körperschaft
API Art Process Inspector mit Dr. Peter Vittali
Haus am Gern, State-of-the-art-enterprise
SELBSTPORTRAIT ALS KÜNSTLERPAAR, regionale Weihnachtsausstellungen
k r-w (kunsthale roggwil-wynau), Off Space, Gugelmannareal Roggwil

KiöR
2008 		

DER SCHUH Volksschule Laubegg Bern; Baubeginn 2009

Acquisition
private Sammlungen, Kanton Solothurn, Stadt Biel/Bienne
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